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Introduction & Background
The Citizens' Advisory Council (CAC) is an advisory to the Board of Education, it is responsible for
projects such as the Parent Handbook and our District's Asset Needs Assessment, a tool that will
help inform our district leaders on improvement efforts.

As the Board looks to finalize the 5-year Strategic Plan and our yearly improvement plans, the CAC
has implemented an evidence-based strategy to bring together the resources of the schools,
families, and community in order to make our schools stronger and help our students thrive.

The CAC started this process with the goal of hearing what everyone has to say in order to make
proper recommendations on what we are doing and where there is room for improvement and
growth. The CAC hosted town halls, had 1:1 interviews with parents, staff, and the community,
conducted a community survey, and held a student focus group, and various school focus groups in
order to gather qualitative data to pair with the district’s quantitative data.

Methods
This section describes all of the methods used to collect the data and information presented in the
report as well as the key participants (or participant types) involved in the processes.

A. Data Collection
● Archival Data Review

○ District-Wide information
■ Student Information System (SIS) Data from SY19-21
■ ISBE Web Application Security (IWAS) Reports
■ 5Essentials Reports
■ Illinois Assessment of Readiness (IAR) Data from SY19-21
■ Student Services information

● Health Services
● School-Wide Information System for PBIS Data

○ School information
■ Parent-Teacher conferences
■ Programs offered
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● Survey
○ The survey was shared on the Forest Park School District website as well as in

all of the weekly school newsletters. A QR code to access the survey was also
mailed to each household in Forest Park.

○ There were a total of 14 surveys submitted.
■ 4 District 91 staff members
■ 5 Parents
■ 5 Community Members

● Focus Group
○ There were a total of 6 Focus Groups.

■ 1 Middle School Student Group
● The students are a part of the Building Equitable Learning

Environments (BELE) Network Circle Team
■ 1  Administrator Focus group which included

● Principals, and directors, part of the Building Equitable Learning
Environments Network (BELE) Circle Team

■ 4 school building District 91 Staff Groups
● Mainly teachers participated and a few instructional assistants

participated as well.
● Interviews

○ The CAC conducted a total of 55 1:1 interviews
■ 18 staff members participated in 1:1 interviews including

● 13 staff members from Betsy Ross
● 2 staff members from Field Stevenson and
● 4 staff members from Garfield

■ 28 parents or caregivers participated, including
● 5 from Betsy Ross
● 7 from Garfield
● 10 from Field Stevenson
● 1 from Grant White
● 5 from Forest Park Middle School

■ 9 community members
● 1 Park District coordinator
● 2 Park District employees
● 1 Village Hall employee
● 5 Forest Park community members

■ No students participated in 1:1 interviews
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● Town Halls
○ The CAC held a total of 4 town hall meetings that were open to the Forest Park

Community to attend.
○ The CAC scheduled the town hall meetings at different times of the day to

accommodate for different schedules. In addition, one town hall meeting was
held virtually on Zoom to accommodate those who could not attend in person or
preferred to attend in a virtual space.

○ District administrators, principals, and Board of Education members who
attended town hall meetings did not contribute or participate in small or large
group discussions, but rather served as listening ears throughout the town hall
meetings.

■ Garfield Town Hall - Tuesday, March 8th at 3:30 pm
● 3 parents/caregivers, 7 staff members: 3 teachers, 3 district

administrators, Garfield Principal, and 2 community members.
■ Betsy Ross Town Hall - Wednesday, March 9th at 7:00 pm

● 7 parents/caregivers, 4 staff members: 2 district administrators,
Betsy Ross Principal, and Field Stevenson Principal.

■ Forest Park Middle School Town Hall - Saturday, March 12th at 10:00 am
● 1 parent/caregiver, 4 staff members: 2 district administrators, 1

Field Stevenson staff member, Forest Park Middle School Principal,
and 2 community members.

■ Virtual Zoom Town Hall - Monday, March 14th at 6:00 pm
● Group 1 Breakout Room: 2 parents/caregivers, 3 staff members,

and 1 Board of Education member.
● Group 2 Breakout Room: 3 parents/caregivers, 2 staff members, 2

Board Of Education members, and 1 community member.

B. Strengths and Limitations
The 21-22 Asset/Needs Assessment was the first project of this kind undertaken by the
Citizens Advisory Council. While the CAC is composed of enthusiastic, motivated, and caring
parents, teachers, community members, and staff there was a distinct learning curve to the
process in a severely truncated timeframe. Additionally, the community and parents that were
being asked for feedback were unfamiliar with the requests and participation was lower than
desired. Slowly, hopefully, coming out of a pandemic with physical in-person restrictions still in
place made participants wary about entering school buildings. Having multiple locations to
host events to make it as easy as possible for staff and parents and the support of school
administrators in amplifying the message and requests of the assessment was a strength.
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Under the strong, organized leadership of new district staff, the asset/needs assessment will
be a continuous process of gathering feedback and data. Low participation and limited or
unavailable quantitative data from archival sources during this first year provide a baseline
from which the only option is growth. District staff had familiarity with this process and a strong
template to guide the CAC, documentation of this first experience is being retained for
refinement and improvement.

Each of the CAC members had a sphere of the community that could be tapped for feedback
with some overlap but there were obvious gaps in their representation. The CAC is limited in
diversity. While many CAC members openly shared personal contact information, it is not a
reasonable or safe expectation for all. There were levels of trust needed in sharing honestly
and while anonymity in some feedback forms, there was a noticeable difference in the
feedback shared in groups versus individually.

One of the greatest strengths and opportunities of this process is the building of community
relationships. The refocus of the CAC to being a representative body that is purposed for
communication and feedback will take time.

C. Key Participants- List of the primary participants
The Asset Needs Assessment process was conducted by the various members of the CAC. Each
member of the CAC played a role in some part of this process, although some more than others it was
a collaborative effort from the members. The members of the CAC represent Parents, stakeholders,
and community members of the Forest Park School community.

● 1:1s were administered by: Angela Hart, Dina Farrington, Bethany Davenport, Jennifer Gold,
Jenny Barbahen, Kristin Pekoll, L'erin Cross, Susan Farnum, and Sarah Gamradt

● The information was coded, analyzed, and interpreted by L’erin Cross, Susan Farnum, and
Angela Hart.

● The participants involved in this process were staff members from our school district, current
and past parents/caregivers, and community members. Everyone that was interviewed or
participated in a part of this whole process lives in Forest Park and are parents, community
members, and/or works in the community or our schools.
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Key Findings
In this section you will explore the findings of this process are broken down into two sections, the
town halls, 1;1s, and surveys are together, and focus group findings are in the following section. You
will find a mix of comments both showcasing the great and valuable asset of the school district as well
as areas of need and opportunities for improvement.

A. Town halls, 1:1s, and Surveys- Caregivers, Community Leaders, Residents,
Teachers, Support Staff (Findings in order of most mentioned to least)

Unity and continuity were emphasized in many of the needs referenced, from more caregiver
involvement and District-wide events to smoother transitions between the grades and schools.
Communication was also addressed, both in terms of test score transparency and application
and caregiver-teacher communication. Common threads which also came up in the focus
groups were: extracurriculars and more after-school support specifically for the K-3 students,
the need for better anti-bullying support, and the need to recruit and retain a more diverse
staff.

● We want after/before school programs (tutoring, more options, more enriching,
longer-lasting, more for below 3rd grade, more above 5th grade, collaboration with the
Park District, with Library, with Forest Preserve, with businesses that represent diversity
within the community. Possibilities would include a language club, Spanish immersion,
chess club, and sports for younger kids. Grant White seems to be doing this best.

● More caregiver involvement is needed. Teachers, administration, and caregivers all
want more time in the buildings. It would be beneficial for the students to see caregivers
helping in classes, doing fundraisers, and getting to see what their students are doing in
school.

● There is a great concern about testing scores, the bias of testing, and the divide in
scoring between races.

● There are too many buildings for the small community.
● There are concerns from caregivers about sending their children to middle school and

high school.
● It was stated over and over again that there is a need for diversity in teaching staff, so

the staff represents the students of our community
● Bullying training for students was a high priority
● Would like to see smoother transitions from one school to the next, especially for

students in Special Education, and would like better and early communication in this
area, especially for Pre-K and Kindergarten. Would like more sharing of the norms and
expectations earlier on.
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● More social/emotional support is needed for kids
● Parents want more parent-teacher communication from week to week mainly in Pre-K.

Also, teachers within Specials would like a better path to communicate.
● More inclusion for teachers across the district at each grade level and special focus

across fields
● Would like kids to stay in one school, not hop around, no grade centers. “How can the

kids be proud of their school if it keeps changing? They are Grizzlies, then Stars, then
something else and it keeps changing.” “ I don’t want my kids to attend five different
schools while we have only lived in one place.”

● Enrollment keeps dropping
● PTO, PTC, & PTU combined. “One district not ‘North and South’ sides”
● Want more challenges for students academically
● A want for summer school, or the week before school activities, or math and reading

work to review over summer. (WSSRA is available for students with IEP, ESY- IA’s are
worried they will get stuck teaching the class. If/when this happens they  would like to
get compensated appropriately)

● A lot of hardship due to Covid and being understaffed right now. “There don't seem to
be mental health/wellness support for staff, or if there are they aren't known or easily
accessible and that would be really appreciated, particularly with the exhaustion and
change over the past years.”

● Lack of space in Betsy Ross due to a bad remodel in 2013
● More pay for teachers
● Hold events for parents to get together and get to know each other
● Bussing for all kids year-round
● The staff likes Class Dojo. Teachers love to share images of what they are doing

through Class Dojo. One parent also said they love the updates.
● Forest Park residents want a Forest Park High School
● Publicize better and make it more positive
● Better pay for non-certified staff
● Would like equity training for kids and continued support for staff
● Several parents said they have communication issues from school as a whole
● No Dojo. Caregivers are not a fan of the Dojo points and how their kids focus on them.

The same parent that said he loves the Dojo communications questioned if it was the
right way to communicate to most caregivers or not.

● Spending per child is questioned.  “Are we getting our bang for our buck?”
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● Community members want better communication from District to Library, Community
Center, and Park District, “Can we have a calendar that we all share on our websites
that shows the events for all the organizations? This could help us publicize our events
and help us not overlap each other.” Also, they want to know how to help.

● The tardy policy is not being enforced
● Curriculum issues. Superkids and Envision are too fast and ReadyGen is unengaging to

kids. The kid loves to read books from the classroom and library but they can’t engage
in the ReadyGen reading which is outdated and does not offer as much representation.

● Please allow more outside time
● The time to eat is too short
● The calendar/website needs to be updated and to have all events throughout the year

on it ahead of time
● Preschool needs to be more accessible for families that can not afford pre- or

post-services
● Student mentors across upper and lower grades would be great
● ESL for ELL families, caregiver classes with child care provided, start a Parent

University offerings.
● Middle school arrival and dismissal needs a police/traffic coordinator on Beloit and

Ferdinand
● Include all of the Forest Park community to make the schools a hub (hold town events in

the schools)
● More publicity and promotion of 209 with 91
● Connections with 209, like drama, band, and choir performances from 209 for 91
● Lack of playground at Betsy Ross and unable to plow it in the winter months
● Caregivers and teachers are ready to see changes in the grading system for the 3rd-8th

graders
● There is a need for a crossing guard at Garfield
● More teacher involvement
● Healthy lunch options and snacks
● Before school program for working parents (Park District used to provide this)
● Temperature lowered for winter recess
● The Schools are in need of more green space and plants, willing to plant and weed for

schools
● Classes are too small and need combined
● There has been an incline in staff and administration and a decline in enrollment
● The grading system from pre-K to second grade is to open for interpretation
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● Teachers would like more help from staff
● Unclear on if Special Education is self-contained or inclusion focused
● The residency policy could be clearer
● More training is needed in Special Education for all teachers, including instructional

assistants
● Project-based learning for all not just challenge students
● More cultural celebrations
● More cross-district activities for students
● Outdoor classroom

Highlights
● There is a social worker in every school.
● The financial position of the district is great.
● “I love the special education program and instructors. The IEP team helps me be a better

parent.”
● “I’m a huge advocate of the Middle School and tell people all the time how great it is!”
● “My child really likes the teacher and that's very important.”
● “ Love the newsletters from Dr. Alvarez. I feel more connected to the District office than ever

before.”

B. Focus Groups- Teacher, Support Staff, Paraprofessionals, Students

One of the most commented-on strengths across all the focus groups was the smaller average
class size and the “small town” feel of the community, both things that could be used to more
of an advantage. There was a lot of enthusiasm about past District-wide events and caregiver
nights and a desire to bring those back with a number of ideas about what that might look like.

District communication was a major theme in the Grant-White discussions. Internal
communication and collaboration at that location was described as being very strong and
supportive with evident pride in their school. Their impressions of the District’s perception of
the school were very different. There was general agreement among the participants that they
feel deprioritized and are often the last to hear about District news and changes.

Betsy Ross’s physical space challenges dominated that particular focus group, particularly the
constraints of the current playground and the lack of gross motor opportunities for recess.
Several teachers remarked on students and assistants having to work in the hallways and the
lack of a designated art space.
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At Field and the Middle School participants talked about the need for more planning time and
professional support (for paraprofessionals, in Special Education, and more consistent training
with PBIS). Data was also much discussed. There appeared to be confusion over how some
District data, particularly with scoring, was being applied and in what context.

The student group spotlighted some inconsistencies with how classroom behavior is managed
or at least a lack of clarity with why or when particular things were enforced. Concerns were
raised about bullying and how this was handled.

All schools
● Love the class size and find it to be a draw to get families to the district
● Strong community and network in their school building
● Each feels like an island
● Great relationships with families and students
● Feel overworked and underpaid
● Cross district connection and collaboration is needed and wanted
● Students need to see themselves in their teachers
● Wind time going great at each school
● Likes the newsletters from Dr. Alvarez

Garfield
● Several teachers attended the town hall the week before. We did not have any staff

attend the focus group. Their voices are heard throughout the 1:1s and town hall
meetings.

Grant-White
● Offer a lot of after-school activities!
● The staff lean on each other and are problem-solvers
● Would like more time to get things done
● There is a lot of one-on-one attention with kids
● Would like to see staff morale increased
● There is a high turnover within staff and administration
● Wants better district-level communication. Feel they hear from rumors rather than from

the district. They feel like they are the last to know.
● Want increased mentoring for first-year teachers
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● New teachers need training on how to use the curriculum to meet standards
● Want more representation in the ReadyGen curriculum or to have the flexibility to bring

in other books, but would also need more time to focus on that planning
● Would like compensation for hours to contribute outside of school hours
● Absolutely love the space and school building
● Wish other schools came to their school for some district training so they can show off

what they have been doing in their school
● Likes the idea of having the newsletters available on the website for all schools so they

can see what each school is doing as their schedule permits
● Felt unheard when they voted on the calendar and the one picked was not what they

voted

Betsy Ross
● Could Wednesdays be early dismissal days to get together, compare, and collaborate?
● Space is a big issue. Not enough space or classrooms Special Education is by the

music room so there are distracting noise issues. There are students who have to work
in the hallway and Art does not have a designated physical space, only a cart.

● Small playgrounds can’t be plowed so the children can’t use them if it snows
● Want equity to include special needs and gender, not just race
● Separating grades each year should include the Special Education numbers added to

each class so the Special classes are not overcrowded
● Doing well in the inclusion of students with special needs
● Want to keep class size around 15-16 to maintain one-on-one attention. This is seen as

a strength
● Love the PTO events and back to school events/ maybe do a bingo night or movie night
● Would like to know more about the policy of residency and the policy for tardiness

needs enforcement
● Please fix the heating in Betsy Ross

Field-Stevenson
● More training for teachers and staff re: diversity and inclusion.  Ensuring Field is

equitable for all and treating all students with respect.
● Good PBIS, common language, and expectations within the school
● Retention of teachers is very high in our district and school building
● There is a highly educated staff
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● Teaching selected subjects allows the teachers to teach from their strengths (Language
Arts, Math, Science, Social Studies/History)

● Love to see more individualized development for teachers
● Better pay for non-certified staff
● Want more training for paraprofessionals and would like to see the job description for

paraprofessionals
● Would like to see a better-organized volunteer system to get more caregiver

involvement and be more inclusive. Would like to create more accessibility at events so
ELL caregivers and others who may be hesitant to participate would feel welcome.

● Bringing in books of culture and the Librarian Mr. Mills has been very helpful in finding
books for teachers to use.

● History and recognition or heritage-focused months help classrooms to read and focus
on special areas and groups in their learning

● The district could use Dojo to have better communication with the community
● Want in-person events again, but also saw the benefit of having zoom options for

parents. Maybe have a time for in-person parent/teacher conferences and time for zoom
parent/teacher conferences

● Building wavers between temperature extremes
● There is a bad smell in the music and art room this year and there is a moisture issue in

the building
● Likes class sizes of 15-20 students
● Nice when there were three teachers a grade
● Love attending PTO events
● Would like to see a Parent University to cover parents (social media, social/emotional,

body changes, health, etc)
● Like more events to get parents to interact and get to know each other
● New teacher orientation
● PBIS looks different at each school but should be the same
● Funds and data are twisted from their desk to the board meeting
● Teachers are blamed for all the issues
● How is data gathered?
● The board should ask: “How they are part of the team? Not a top-down approach, start

looking at us beside each other to help.”
● Need more Special Education teachers and more planning time for Special Education
● Realize that our high numbers of Special Education students are not going to give us

the test scores that will match other areas and we should not compare us to them
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● We are not CPS or Oak Park and should not be compared to them we are small and we
are an amazing district

Forest Park Middle School
● Continuing to bring in teachers that want to be here
● Scaffolding for advanced kids and kids that need more attention. Prolong engagement
● Special Education meets the needs of students
● Open to visitors and guest speakers
● Math is an area of concern
● Reading scores have grown
● Would like more caregiver involvement
● Like to build relationships with students and families
● Want newspaper to highlight the positive
● How are the FPMS freshmen doing in 209?
● Middle school provides opportunities they wouldn’t get elsewhere
● Mentoring program for students
● Consistency, lack of control. Consistent expectations. Consistency of staff.
● Not fully trained
● PBIS is lacking training/faltering
● Consistency is needed in software, apps, and products
● Science ed has a curriculum and others don’t. Open source, the district doesn’t pay for
● More collaboration and visitation by the administration
● Peer teaching, evaluation, and observation.
● Extra work to do for teaching cultural info
● Want bigger wider hallways
● Need an accelerated 7th-grade math curriculum
● More exploratory for 6th grade
● Hard work and effort are not acknowledged
● Google form for feedback regularly and for other staff, teachers, or parents to be on the

Board recognition

D91 Administration
● Like to see more extracurriculars for K-2
● Get more family involvement
● More time for learning and also to implement new initiatives
● Would like to see teachers stretching more
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● Support across all areas (Students, staff, families)
● Would like to have staff monthly meetings again
● Diversifying staff
● Need continuous structure throughout
● Parent night for families with IEP
● Looking forward to PTO events again
● Think about how we are going to distinguish ourselves

Students from  Forest Park Middle School
● Teachers don’t like us. Yelling at us all the time for no reason
● Teachers putting hands on us
● Teachers and students use our weaknesses against us
● Want better hiring. Involve students in the process to see how the teacher will interact

with the classroom
● Need a nurse in every school
● We don’t need Spanish
● We are “doing” SEL but we never DO SEL
● The majority of teachers ask how your weekend is
● Need to learn more about what is happening in the world now, we only talk about civil

war, need more current events
● Teaching us things we already know
● We skipped three levels in math, please don’t skip levels in math
● Don’t like gym right after lunch
● Need longer lunchtime
● There is favoritism in some classes
● Teachers only help certain students
● Some teachers see students getting bullied and ignore it
● Teachers don’t help as much as in F-S and GW
● We don’t see the connection to the real world
● Teachers don’t have patience if you don’t understand what they are teaching “they’re

not fulling understanding that they (the teacher) have already learned it and as a
student, it is the first time learning it because sometimes I’m just not very good at it”

● Teachers say not to be tattle-tale but I want to be treated with respect
● Teachers seek and care more about student validation
● Bullying has gone on for years and nothing has happened “the only way to get the

bullying to stop is to say something that will get me in trouble”
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● Friendship changes and is lost over the summer
● Kids dread the second steps videos especially the “How does this make you feel” it

makes students uncomfortable to share feelings
● We have mice, bugs, and spiders and teachers will say don’t kill it because they help

eat bugs
● Too much interruption of people going in and out of the classroom
● Gets so hot in the classroom
● Not consistent in regard to students wearing hoodies
● Space out lockers better

Recommendations
The members of the CAC all meet to look over the findings and together we have developed the
following recommendations for our Board of Education. We have categorized our recommendations
by Start, Stop and Continue as well as labeled them as we see the alignment with the three District
Priorities of Learning and Achievement (P1), Family and Community Engagement (P2), and Talent,
Recruitment, and Development (P3). We hope you take our recommendations and find them useful
for your role in Educational decision-making on behalf of the Forest Park Community.

We recommend the District/ Board start:
● Revamp the Social-emotional learning program, Second Step (P1)
● Include professional development in all of the initiatives (P3)
● Streamline, collaborate, and have consistency with PBIS, communication, curriculum,

and professional development for all schools in the district (P1)
● Provide more training for the teachers we have in order to keep them (P3)
● Paying teachers more, rethink the teacher stipend system (P3)
● Provided after school enrichment programming for primary (P1)
● Provided opportunities for parent volunteers at the schools (P2)
● Pushing the positive out to the public and community (P2)
● Better transitions/guidance for families in our transition grades (P1 & P2)
● Start to think about or discuss ideas on configuring our school district in a better way in

regards to buildings and space utilization to better support the needs of ALL students
(P1, P2 & P3)

● Ongoing Diversity and Inclusion training for all staff that is pulled through all aspects of
D91 (P1)
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We recommend the District/ Board stop:
● Allowing each school to be so different from each other, families have kids at multiple

schools and need consistency (P1, P2, P3)
● Using DOJO as a point system for PBIS; Keep as communication, but not for behavior

(P2)
● Not acting on providing training/educating about bullying (P2 &P3)
● Having so many different parent groups, one is enough for the district (P2)
● The second step as it is at FPMS, it is not working well. Think about something else

they can do to support SEL for Middle school levels (P1)
● The use of the Betsy Ross building for students, as it is not a suitable space for

teaching and learning (P1)

We recommend the District/ Board continue:
● Middle School, Grant-White, and Field-Stevenson have strong after school academic

and enrichment programs (P1)
● Collaboration with other community organizations (P2)
● Newsletters for parents and staff (P2)
● Knowing that SEL is important is needed (P1)
● Conduct an Assets Needs Assessment on a yearly basis (P1, P2, P3)
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Appendix Folder Link
This folder contains the following artifacts used to support the process of this Assessment.

1. Process Timeline
2. State of the District and Data
3. Draft 2026 Strategic Plan
4. D91 Archival Data
5. D91 Assets
6. Forest Park Assets
7. Survey Questions
8. CAC 1:1 Interview Guidance
9. 1:1 Tracker Template
10.Focus Group Questions
11. Focus Group Note Catcher Template
12.Town Hall Agendas
13.In-person Town Hall Format
14.Virtual Town Hall Format
15. Town Hall Small group Note Catcher Template
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